Abstract-Parallel file systems are often characterized by a layered architecture that decouples metadata management from I/O operations, allowing file systems to facilitate fast concurrent access to file contents. However, metadata intensive workloads are still likely to bottleneck at the file system control plane due to namespace synchronization, which taxes application performance through lock contention on directories, transaction serialization, and RPC overheads. In this paper, we propose a client-driven file system metadata architecture, BatchFS, that is optimized for noninteractive, or batch, workloads. To avoid metadata bottlenecks, BatchFS features a relaxed consistency model marked by lazy namespace synchronization and optimistic metadata verification. Capable of executing namespace operations on client-provisioned resources without contacting any metadata server, BatchFS clients are able to delay namespace synchronization until synchronization is really needed. Our goal in this vision paper is to handle these delayed operations securely and efficiently with metadata verification and bulk insertion. Preliminary experiments demonstrate that our client-funded metadata architecture outperforms a traditional synchronous file system by orders of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
File systems define the interface between applications and the underlying storage provider. Unlike local file systems that sit directly upon a block device, most parallel file systems have adopted a layered architecture characterized by a dedicated metadata service layer backed by an object storage infrastructure serving as the persistence layer for both file data and file system metadata [1] - [4] . With namespace management decoupled from the data path, file system clients are able to stream data directly through individual object storage servers in a scale-out manner, allowing these backend servers to better utilize available hardware resources and maximize I/O bandwidth. Unfortunately, since file system clients are required to perform namespace lookups and undergo semantic checks before they can access file contents through the data path, metadata intensive workloads can still bottleneck at the file system metadata layer, which is typically designed as a centralized metadata server for ease of implementation [5] - [7] .
To alleviate this bottleneck, modern file systems have been rebuilding their control planes with multiple metadata servers [3] , [8] - [15] , featuring techniques ranging from static namespace sharding or federation, to dynamic namespace partitioning. In addition, some of these file systems are able to perform directory splitting under different heuristics, representing different design trade-offs and facilitating fine-grained parallelism on their metadata paths [3] , [12] , [13] , [16] . Notwithstanding a multi-server architecture, client-side metadata throughput can often be throttled by lock contention on common directories, server-side transaction ordering, and RPC overhead, let alone other common performance issues such as load imbalance and skewed access patterns. As exascale data centers are starting to emerge, it can become even more challenging to achieve a scale-out file system for metadata-hungry applications.
A file system control plane consisting of multiple dedicated metadata servers is limited by the maximum metadata performance that this number of machines is able to deliver 1 . In order to better accommodate metadata-heavy massive-scale parallel HPC workloads, we propose a client-driven file system metadata architecture that allows applications to handle their own metadata operations locally mostly without server intervention. Unlike existing file systems that dedicate metadata server processes and machines to coordinate every metadata request in a centralized way, our file system can avoid inefficient RPC overheads and safeguards applications from unnecessary resource contention at the server side, effectively allowing the system to scale beyond a fixed sized control plane.
In addition, many file systems are designed for a worst-case scenario where applications rely on a strongly consistent file system to synchronize with each other. However, this is often overkill for batch applications, which are usually carefully programmed to perform tasks cooperatively with little external coordination. Our client-driven file system design exploits this opportunity and uses a relaxed consistency model to manage batch application metadata.
We envision a better file system interface that can adapt to coordinated metadata access by providing options for applications to batch metadata operations and delay semantic checks, allowing cooperating clients to pay for synchronization only when it is indeed necessary. Applications obtain capabilities to locally process namespace operations by linking to a userlevel library file system, which enjoys direct access to file system metadata represented as a set of log-structured tablebased data structures 2 stored in a shared underlying persistence layer [12] , [17] , [18] . Each job operates upon a file system snapshot and self-manages its namespace. By reusing serverside logic, applications are able to encode metadata mutations directly into on-disk metadata representations (as well as writeahead log entries). When synchronization is eventually needed, a client process can submit its modified file system image to the global master image in order to merge updates. Part of this design, known as metadata bulk insertion, along with the 1 Metadata servers are generally allocated entire machines because their in-memory state will consume all available resources. 2 These data structures collectively represent a set of metadata mutation logs that are carefully grouped by common ACL settings in order to ensure high-level data privacy. See more details at Section II-D. efficient underlying on-disk metadata representation, has been implemented in our previous work, IndexFS [12] .
To secure global namespace semantics in a decentralized file system metadata layer, optimistic server-side namespace verification is used to establish a total order for all legitimate metadata operations bulk inserted by batch applications 3 In order for this to work in a scalable way, we introduce auxiliary metadata servers, which are temporary daemon processes running on client resources with root privileges. Guarded by trusted virtual machines, these worker servers are responsible for verifying untrusted client-side file system mutations and committing them into the global master image. In addition, we envision an efficient mechanism for clients to pre-compute proofs of the correctness of their file system mutations. With these proofs, server-side namespace verification may be effectively simplified as a process of proof validation 4 .
By reorganizing the file system control plane into a set of decoupled and client-based metadata processing endpoints, we envision a highly scalable file system metadata architecture, BatchFS, which extends our previous work, IndexFS [12] . IndexFS features a log-structured on-disk metadata representation (Section II-D) and a simplified implementation of metadata bulk insertion (Section IV). This vision paper makes the following contributions: 1) a re-designed file system control plane harnessing client resources to achieve scalability, 2) deferred namespace synchronization enabled by efficient file system snapshots and fast metadata bulk insertion, 3) optimistic server-side metadata verification enabled by clientgenerated proofs, and 4) weak file system semantics targeting batch (or cooperating) applications. While we have only partially implemented BatchFS, we present its high-level design and show our preliminary results in the rest of this paper.
II. DESIGN OVERVIEW
In general, interaction among a set of processes comes in two forms: 1) interaction among the processes of an integrated job or framework, and 2) interaction between unrelated jobs or systems, which, unfortunately, specifically use the file system as a synchronization platform. We refer to file system clients that demonstrate the former kind of interaction as batch clients, and the latter as interactive clients or non-cooperating clients.
A. Assumptions
In designing BatchFS, we have been guided by common metadata access patterns and execution environments shared by batch applications in HPC data centers.
• Batch workloads usually only access a pre-constructed set of files for input, and normally generate their output files in a way that deterministically avoids name conflicts.
• Batch workloads are characterized by a natural preference for high throughput as opposed to low latency. Few place stringent response time requirements on individual metadata requests, provided overall throughput is high enough.
• Files generated by batch jobs rarely get accessed until after these batch jobs have completed execution. There is a special case, however, for job owners monitoring output files in order to enable online user steering and fast detection of wasted resources; we will deal with this case separately in Section III.
• Batch jobs normally protect themselves against failures by stop-and-copy checkpointing, backing up their in-memory state into an underlying cluster file system before moving to the next stage. In this paper, we focus on one-file-perprocess (N-N) checkpointing because one-file-per-job (N-1) checkpointing can be transformed into N-N checkpointing using a user-space translation layer such as PLFS [19] .
• Most HPC data centers are equipped with dedicated storage infrastructures hosting large-scale cluster file systems, which are optimized for maximum data bandwidth but often lack a scalable metadata path [20] .
B. Interfaces
BatchFS targets the standard POSIX API. Applications invoke BatchFS routines with BatchFS's client-side user library or indirectly through FUSE [21] or MPI-IO [22] . Like its predecessor, IndexFS [12] , BatchFS handles namespace related operations 5 but redirects all data requests to a specific underlying storage infrastructure, which holds both file contents and namespace metadata images generated by BatchFS. Different from IndexFS, BatchFS allows its clients to dynamically select between different namespace synchronization modes. This, along with its new consistency model, is discussed further in Section II-E.
C. Architecture
A BatchFS cluster is organized as a metadata control plane layered on top of a scalable storage infrastructure serving as the underlying data plane. Rather than only having a fixed set of dedicated metadata servers like the original IndexFS, BatchFS's unique control plane features three different types of metadata processing engines: primary metadata servers, auxiliary metadata servers, and private metadata servers, illustrated in Figure 1 .
Primary metadata servers are dedicated servers running on dedicated server nodes. These non-scaling 6 servers collectively manage the master image of the file system, with each server hosting a non-overlapping set of directory partitions [12] , [16] . Interactive clients communicate with primary metadata servers to update the namespace synchronously, obtaining a latest view of the global namespace, albeit without scalable performance.
Both auxiliary and private metadata servers are designed to be temporary metadata processing entities that run on-demand using client resources. We call these "client-funded metadata servers". BatchFS library code linked into each application constitutes a private metadata server, which can be viewed as a full-fledged but untrusted metadata server associated with a file system snapshot and subject to access control provided synchronously by the underlying scalable data plane. These embedded metadata servers enable batch clients to access and modify their private namespaces locally without contacting any primary metadata servers, until they want their local mutations to be visible to non-cooperating jobs.
Auxiliary metadata servers are trusted daemon processes responsible for merging client-side namespace mutations into the global master image. Outsourcing this potentially heavy computation to auxiliary metadata servers shields primary metadata servers from becoming a performance bottleneck, and leads to better utilization of the underlying system.
D. Metadata Representation
In IndexFS, the global file system namespace is represented by a set of large directory entry tables with embedded inodes and possibly embedded file contents as well. Each file is mapped to a unique row inside the table. When flushed to disk, each table will be transformed into a set of log-structured tablebased data structures formatted as SSTables (Sorted String  Table) . SSTables [23] , [24] are immutable data containers that are partially ordered so that newer table entries always supersede older ones. SSTable serves as the physical format for metadata migration and bulk insertion [12] , [17] . In addition, a tree of SSTables form a file system snapshot. BatchFS extends IndexFS and inherits its efficient metadata processing engine to support high-performance metadata mutation, migration, and bulk insertion.
As a new feature, BatchFS allows batch clients to request snapshots (collections of SSTables) of the current file system image, which they can use to establish a private copy of the snapshot namespace. SSTables no longer referenced in any file system snapshot can be safely discarded. In addition, files marked deleted in all SSTables can be purged from the underlying storage infrastructure without leaving null pointers.
To generate a snapshot for a requesting client, a primary metadata server performs an in-memory cache flush and sends the client a manifest that lists all SSTables comprising the current file system image. To prohibit a malicious client from accessing restricted data by scanning an entire file system snapshot inappropriately, BatchFS generates separate SSTables for each user-group combination so that every file referred in an SSTable has the same permission bits 7 . This way, high-level access control can be directly enforced by the underlying storage infrastructure. Note that this is designed for environments with simple ACL practices, which we expect in most HPC data centers. Similarly, user quota control is also synchronously enforced by the underlying storage infrastructure. For ease of implementation, quota management may only apply to file data, as the size of metadata is almost always dwarfed by the size of data in the file system as a whole.
E. Consistency Model
BatchFS features a relaxed consistency model targeting HPC applications. BatchFS clients associated with different snapshots of the file system can observe distinct namespaces. Interactive clients communicating with non-scaling primary metadata servers are kept in sync with the master image of the file system, which reflects all committed operations executed at the global namespace. Any individual metadata operation accepted by a primary metadata server is immediately committed, with its consequence immediately becoming visible to all subsequent file system calls and snapshots. On the other hand, batch workloads associated with local private metadata servers are logically disconnected from primary metadata servers. In fact, each batch client operates within its own file system image that originates from a specific snapshot of the master image. Metadata operations accepted by a private metadata server are immediately executed in the private namespace albeit remain uncommitted and invisible to other parallel file system clients, until an auxiliary server validates and publishes these changes.
Initially, BatchFS clients act as interactive clients, transmitting every metadata operation to a primary metadata server for global execution. Batch applications wishing to exploit BatchFS's fast "asynchronous" metadata interface explicitly call BatchFS to establish their own private namespaces, converting themselves to batch execution mode (possibly for only a subtree of the overall namespace). BatchFS clients can switch back to the original synchronous execution mode whenever server coordination is needed. This entails closing the current private namespace, flushing changes to the underlying storage infrastructure, starting a new auxiliary metadata server, and asking it to merge the corresponding namespace mutations into the global file system image. We expect most batch applications to stay in batch execution mode until they complete a checkpoint or terminate.
F. Namespace Verification
To protect namespace integrity in the presence of untrusted clients, changes to a client namespace must be verified by an auxiliary metadata server before being inserted into the global namespace 8 . In BatchFS, any client namespace re-producible from a legal sequence of file system operations is considered a legitimate candidate for namespace merging. Unfortunately, in practice, it could be hard for an auxiliary metadata server to guess the valid operation sequence that happens to yield a given client namespace. To resolve this problem, BatchFS requires every client to submit, in addition to the resulting namespace changes, a "proof" of the correctness of its namespace mutations. As such, an auxiliary metadata server should be able to efficiently verify a client namespace by validating its associated proof.
A proof can be easy to construct (but unnecessarily large) if it is provided directly as the original sequence of operations executed at the client side. With such a proof, an auxiliary metadata server can perform checks simply by re-executing those operations and comparing results. To reduce the proof size, clients can reorder and merge commutative and associative file system operations. This leads to reduced verification computation, allowing client mutations to be checked faster. In the extreme, we envision a logic-based namespace certification process where clients provide formal proofs that their namespace changes respect the file system's semantics. An auxiliary metadata server could validate these proofs without re-executing any file system operations, without using cryptography, and without consulting any external trusted entities. Once the validation succeeds, the associated namespace can be safely trusted and accepted. We refer to this as self-provable metadata representation, inspired by similar techniques in other contexts [25] , [26] .
To reconcile conflicts between global file system semantics and asynchronous namespace management, BatchFS employs optimistic concurrency control [27] commonly seen in database systems to order metadata operations. That is, clients do not do two-phase locking; they optimistically assume there will be no conflict. However, instead of using the generic notion of read/write set to verify its "transactions", BatchFS applies file system semantics to verify namespace integrity and consistency. For example, a file creation can be reordered with a chmod if it is compatible with both the before and after permissions [28] . This resists a batch of file system operations from being unnecessarily rejected. In addition, different from a traditional database, BatchFS allows a batch of client-side namespace mutations to fail partially during the verification phase and does not necessarily roll back the whole "transaction". This avoids a minor infraction from destroying a potentially large amount of work. Rejected namespace mutation notifications are available to users in external logs and associated files may be retained with mechanically modified names by BatchFS for users to resolve conflicts later.
III. ADAPTATION OF JOB MONITORING APPLICATIONS
BatchFS's design is in part motivated by the compatibility of a relaxed consistency model with batch applications. However, weak consistency could introduce problems for job monitoring utilities, which normally rely on strongly consistent file systems to achieve live user feedback, such as progress indication and data preview, because they appear to be noncooperating processes.
In practice, live feedback, progress indication in particular, can be estimated via a proxy, such as the size of output files generated by a batch job, which can in turn simply be a stale number as opposed to an up-to-date value [29] . Based on this observation, BatchFS includes a separate metadata interface targeted at monitoring utilities. Designed with weak consistency in mind, this special interface provides applications with "metadata snapshots" (snapshots of file size for example) that do not necessarily represent a latest value but are designed to return newer versions under a sequence of repeated file system calls. With this interface, progress monitoring can be efficiently implemented without forcing batch jobs to perform unnecessary synchronization, thus ensuring high performance.
IV. MEASUREMENTS
In this section, we report experiments done on our previous work, IndexFS [12] , to show the promise of BatchFS's file system metadata architecture. As BatchFS's predecessor, IndexFS allows its clients to complete file creation operations locally if these files are known to be new, and will later bulk insert all these cached operations into the global namespace using a single SSTable insertion. This feature, a simple metadata bulk insertion, is extended by BatchFS to provide additional features such as ACL-specific file system snapshots, self-provable metadata representation, client-funded auxiliary metadata servers, and optimistic concurrency control. As a result, performance measurements of IndexFS showed in this section can be viewed as an optimistic projection of future BatchFS performance.
To show the efficiency of IndexFS's metadata bulk insertion, a consistent client-side metadata write-back cache, we ran our experiments with this cache mechanism either enabled or disabled. More specifically, we measured performance on an IndexFS cluster where IndexFS was layered upon HDFS [31] . It consisted of 8 HDFS data nodes and 1 HDFS metadata node (an HDFS name node) and was configured with four different settings, as is illustrated in Figure 2 .
To model metadata-intensive applications, we used a synthetic micro-benchmark tool, mdtest [32] , to insert zero-byte files into multiple newly created directories. We generated a two-phase workload. In the first phase, N clients each create one private directory and then insert files into that directory. In the second phase, each of these clients performs getattr in a random order on the files created under its own directory. In total, M million files will be created and stat'd, where M is the total number of IndexFS servers or bulk insertion clients. The total number of clients, N, varies from 8 to 64.
Our experimental results are illustrated in Figure 3 . In general, with the presence of a client-side metadata write-back cache, clients are able to drive an 800% to 36,000% increase in file creation throughput, in addition to better metadata read performance. This can in part be attributed to the faster metadata path, the more aggressive usage of client resources, as well as a local in-memory metadata cache provided by their embedded metadata processing modules. Moreover, compared with synchronous metadata processing that must be coordinated by a set of centralized metadata servers, allowing clients to self-manage their private namespaces indeed leads to better utilization of the underlying hardware resources, since the same system is delivering much higher throughput when bulk insertion is activated.
V. RELATED WORK
Serverless file systems [8] , [33] are often characterized by a set of symmetric file servers that are each capable of serving the whole file system namespace. This architecture is used by BatchFS's primary and client-funded auxiliary metadata servers to achieve both high scalability and high efficiency. To improve write performance, PLFS [19] , [34] devised a library-based user-level index structure capable of shaping I/O access patterns and aggregating small files, which allows it to avoid performance bottlenecks at the underlying cluster file system. PLFS inspired our approach to improving speed by decoupling sharing where possible and showed us where read performance would be of concern [35] . BatchFS's client-side metadata write-back cache can also be used to buffer small files. In addition, BatchFS's log-structured table-based on-disk metadata representation is general purpose and integrated with the file system. RPC is an important but performance limiting component in distributed file systems. Mercury [36] is an efficient RPC subsystem optimized for HPC data centers. It uses the traditional TCP/IP based network channel to send control messages but redirects bulk data to dedicated RDMA channels for fast transfer. BatchFS features a similar optimization mechanism that separates the file system control plane and data plane. In addition, BatchFS uses SSTables stored in the shared underlying storage infrastructure as a virtual communication channel to enable efficient metadata access and bulk insertion.
Modern HPC file systems often use dedicated I/O nodes for integrated data buffering and I/O forwarding [37] , [38] . These techniques are orthogonal and complementary to BatchFS, which could utilize them for its private, auxiliary, or primary metadata servers.
BatchFS employs optimistic concurrency control protocol [27] commonly seen in data-intensive and database systems to increase concurrency. However, BatchFS does not enforce transaction atomicity as it allows a batch of metadata operations to fail partially during verification without rollback. In addition, BatchFS, like other weakly consistent systems [39] - [41] , allows its applications to later merge conflicts and retry specific operations if the initial verification was rejected by the server.
Optimistic concurrency control and conditional operations have been used on file data in order to enable richer file system primitives for application coordination [42] - [44] . BatchFS is different from these techniques in that it focuses on metadata concurrency and targets batch applications that do not use the file system as a synchronization mechanism.
In order to secure auxiliary metadata servers, BatchFS relies on VMs to isolate these servers from adversary attacks. This can also be achieved through remote attestation, which is available in today's software distributions [45] , [46] as well as commodity security co-processors such as industry standard Trusted Platform Modules. Finally, BatchFS's self-provable metadata representation is designed upon the observation that validating an answer is much simpler than solving the original problem [25] , [26] .
VI. CONCLUSION
Metadata scalability is limited in today's HPC parallel file systems because (1) it usually employs an RPC per operation; (2) its semantics require the status results of one operation to be known before the next is submitted; (3) its authorization enforcement requires dedicated (fixed number of) server machines; and (4) its durable representation of metadata is usually updated with random seeks for every mutation. With techniques for deferring and batching metadata operations, for reconciling concurrent weakly consistent mutations with optimistic concurrency control, for log-structured and indexed on-disk representation, for trusting code running in a usercontributed virtual machine, and for weakened semantics in high performance file systems, BatchFS proposes to allow the cooperating processes of a single job to pre-execute all of their own metadata operations on a snapshot of the file system namespace, presenting all resulting mutations back to the central file system in as few as a single batch, and providing a "proof" of the correctness and authorization of these mutations for optimistic concurrency control and selective reconciliation as late as possible to maximize job independence and throughput. Moreover, BatchFS allows user jobs to allocate virtual machines running file system server code to scale metadata throughput with resources that local administrators would not want to dedicate to file system servers. To show the promise of this vision for scalable metadata services, BatchFS reports on a less expansive implementation of client-embedded metadata write-back caching, which shows 800% to 36,000% throughput improvement over today's common implementations based on a single or a few dedicated metadata servers.
